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35The use of lightweight aggregates (LWA) in concrete is an interesting alternative to simultaneously
36reduce the total structure weight and provide both appropriate resistance and concrete’s performance.
37This paper studies the influence of LWA on concrete, comparing the changes in the mechanical properties,
38pore structure and fluid transport related to the increase of LWA content. Results reveal that although
39LWA reduces the mechanical properties of the studied samples does not significantly affect the fluid
40transport properties. Total porosity rises with LWA content whereas open porosity remains nearly invari-
41able. LWA pores do not totally participate in the fluid transport through the concrete and, consequently,
42fluid transport through lightweight concrete is limited by the continuity and accessibility of the LWA
43pores and is dominated by the properties of the mortar matrix.
44� 2018 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
45

46

47

48 1. Introduction

49 Durability and mechanical resistance are considered key prop-
50 erties in the election of concrete as a construction material. Nor-
51 mally, both durability and mechanical resistance can be
52 enhanced using highly dense concretes. However, this solution
53 implies the use of part of the structure strength to support its
54 own weight. Alternatively, the concrete industry has introduced
55 different materials and additions to improve concrete features
56 and performance with low density concretes.
57 Among these alternatives, the replacement of normal aggre-
58 gates by lightweight aggregates (LWA) has proved advantages such
59 as the improvement of thermo-insulation properties and the
60 reduction of concrete density [1]. Nevertheless, LWA are generally

61more porous than the concrete matrix and durability might be neg-
62atively affected. As a consequence, the research focused in light-
63weight concrete (LWC) has experienced an extensive growth,
64mainly related to concrete deterioration and fluids migration
65through the porous system.
66The main deterioration processes of concrete are triggered by
67the movement of fluids or aggressive substances from the environ-
68ment where the structure is built to inside the structure by capil-
69lary absorption, permeability of gases and liquids or diffusion [2–
705]. In particular, capillary absorption predominates when the por-
71ous medium is not saturated, while permeability is the principal
72mechanism when concrete is completely saturated with the fluid.
73Despite the higher porosity of LWA, an increase of pore connectiv-
74ity in LWC might not be associated with the increase of LWA in the
75concrete mixture, as it has been previously observed by [6] or [7].
76Moreover, previous studies [8,9] reported that the interaction of
77the lightweight aggregate and the mortar matrix is related to
78excellent durability performance in some LWC. Although might
79be only restricted to some types of LWA, in some cases, chemical
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80 reactions between the aggregate and the matrix can create an
81 interface surrounding the LWA particles. This interface contributes
82 to slightly improve both, strength [8] and fluids migration resis-
83 tance, since mechanical properties depend on the aggregate
84 strength and the mortar matrix, as well as the bonding structure
85 of the aggregate/matrix interfacial zone [10,11].
86 Nowadays, LWC can be produced in a wide range of densities
87 and strengths according to the requirements of the final use [12].
88 Lightweight expanded clay aggregates are one of the most com-
89 mon LWA employed in the construction industry due to its low
90 production cost and excellent chemical stability and require a spe-
91 cial attention from the research community.
92 In this paper, a comparative study between different light-
93 weight concrete and normal weight concrete has been performed
94 with the aim of determining the changes in the mechanical prop-
95 erties, pore structure and fluid transport with the addition of light-
96 weight expanded clay aggregates. In particular, the influence of
97 LWA and mortar matrix on mechanical and durability properties
98 of concrete is evaluated and the role of microstructure on fluids
99 movement through the samples is determined. An ANOVA analysis

100 is carried out on results in order to identify significant variations of
101 the concrete properties with the increase of LWA. Results from this
102 study show that high-performance concrete can be obtained using
103 lightweight expanded clay aggregates with low densities and no
104 significant impact on durability properties.

105 2. Materials and methods

106 2.1. Materials

107 The different lightweight concretes (LWC) included coarse and fine limestone
108 aggregates (CLA and FLA, respectively), lightweight aggregates (LWA) from Saint-
109 Gobain Company (Arlita Leca HS) and cement (CEM I 52.5 SR) with an absolute den-
110 sity of 3176 kg/m3. The main properties of the aggregates are collected in Table 1.
111 The aggregate fraction was determined according to standard [13]. For LWA,
112 FLA and CLA, determination of loose bulk density and voids and particle densities
113 was conducted following [14]. Water absorption at 24 h was performed using
114 pre-dried lightweight particles immersed in water according to [15]. Finally, the
115 water absorption and weight ratio were measured in both total and fractured par-
116 ticles and lasted from 1.5 min up to 28 days (Fig. 1). Fractured particles were mea-
117 sured following a specific methodology based on the standard 933.5 [16]. The
118 fractured particles constitute 3.1% of LWA fraction.
119 Four different types of concrete were produced, according to a final target den-
120 sity of 1700, 1900 and 2200 kg/m3 for the LWC (samples LWC-1, LWC-2 and LWC-3
121 respectively) and an additional normal weight concrete (NWC) fabricated to com-
122 pare results (with density higher than 2200 kg/m3). All four concrete types had
123 the same w/c ratio (0.6), cement content (350 kg/m3), water (210 kg/m3) and FLA
124 (750 kg/m3). Concrete dosage was accomplished by following the Fanjul method
125 [17]. Different amounts of CLA and LWAwere used to achieve the required densities
126 (Table 2). Thus, the mortar remained the same for all concretes (water, cement and
127 fine limestone aggregate) and the coarse aggregate was the component that chan-
128 ged among the four concrete types (LWA and CLA).
129 The w/c ratio informs about the effective water available for cement hydration
130 and it is directly related to the concrete workability. Due to the high water absorp-
131 tion capacity of LWA, previous measurement of superficial and internal water con-
132 tent in LWA was required. This measurement implied the submersion of pre-soaked
133 LWA in water during 7 days; after that, LWA were extended in a mesh for 20 min to
134 reduce the superficial water content and placed into hermetic plastic bags to pre-

135vent water losses before the mixing process. Afterwards, a LWA sample with super-
136ficial and internal water was weighed, placed in a sieve covered by a paper filter
137sheet and vibrated during 15 s to remove the superficial water content. Later, this
138LWA sample without superficial water was weighed and oven dried until constant
139mass to obtain the internal water content. Superficial water content was subtracted
140from total mixing water to keep constant the w/c ratio.
141All initial materials were mixed in a vertical shaft mixer. The mixing methodol-
142ogy for all concretes consisted of one-minute mixing cement and fine aggregate,
143two-minutes mixing after the addition of the total calculated water, two-minutes
144mixing after the addition of the coarse aggregate. The specimens were demolded
145after 24 h and exposed to underwater curing for 28 days.

1462.2. Microstructural analysis

147The microstructural study was mainly based on mercury intrusion porosimetry
148(MIP) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). MIP determined the porosity and
149pore size distribution of the LWA and the mortar matrix, and SEM described the
150LWC microstructure, including porosity of LWA and mortar, the changes in the
151interfacial transition zone, the cracks around the coarse limestone aggregates, etc.
152MIP was measured with an Autopore IV 9500 Micromeritics. The employed surface
153tension and contact angle of mercury were 480 mN/m and 130�, respectively.
154The concrete specimens were cut in regular samples of approximately 1 cm3

155and observed using scanning electron microscopy at voltage of 5–30 keV in low-
156and high-vacuum modes with a Hitachi S3000N. Uncover samples were employed
157to develop some visual inspections and EDX (energy dispersive X-ray) was applied
158to obtain basic chemical analysis of the elements associated with the SEM images.
159SEM images under high-vacuummode were captured after EDX analysis, by coating
160the samples with a thin film of gold.

1612.3. Porosity and density

162For each concrete type, Ø30 � 50 mm samples were extracted from Ø150 � 300
163specimens for the porosity and density tests. The ratio between bulk and grain den-
164sities determined total porosity. Bulk density was calculated through direct mea-
165surement of dried weights and dimensions of samples. The ratio of the mass to
166the solid volume of a material defines its grain or real density, which was obtained
167with an AccuPyc 1330 Helium pycnometer. The vacuum water saturation test [18]
168was employed to obtain the open porosity, i.e., the ratio of the volume of connected
169voids to the total sample volume.

Table 1
Physical characteristics of the aggregates (Lightweight aggregates, LWA; fine lime-
stone aggregates, FLA; coarse limestone aggregates; CLA).

Property LWA FLA CLA

Granulometric fraction (di/Di)* 4/10 0/4 6/12
Loose bulk density (kg/m3) 610 1610 1376
Voids (%) 38.6 40.3 48.8
Apparent particle density (kg/m3) 1221 2716 2714
Oven dry particle density (kg/m3) 962 2708 2669
Saturated surface dry particle density (kg/m3) 1173 2710 2685
24 h water absorption (%) 16.7 0.12 0.62

* di: minor diameter (mm); Di: mayor diameter (mm).

Fig. 1. Water absorption test in LWA (entire and broken particles) according to
UNE-EN 1097-6.

Table 2
Mix proportions (kg/m3).

Code CLA LWA

LWC-1 1 389
LWC-2 315 275
LWC-3 787 104
NWC 1042 –
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170 2.4. Mechanical properties

171 The compressive strength test based on [19] was determined in 150 mm cubic
172 specimens. Prismatic samples (100 � 100 mm side and 400 mm length) were
173 employed to determine the flexural strength [20] and cylinders (Ø150 � 300 mm)
174 were necessary to calculate the static modulus of elasticity according to [21] and
175 using LVDT displacement transducers to measure linear displacement. All tests
176 were developed by triplicate with specimens at the age of 28 days. According to
177 the transmission method, ultrasonic measurements were developed in Ø150 �
178 300 mm samples. The method consists of two piezoelectric sensors coupled to
179 the sample at constant pressure. Ultrasonic measurements were achieved by
180 polarised Panametric transducers (0.25 MHz) and a PUNDIT LAB+ non-destructive
181 device. For the tested samples, the obtained ultrasonic wave velocities
182 VP and VSð Þ and the measured bulk density, (q), were employed to calculate the
183 dynamic elastic constants of the concrete. The Poisson ratio, m (Eq. (1)), and Young’s
184 modulus, Ed (Eq. (2)), were calculated as follows:
185

m ¼ VP � VSð Þ2 � 2

2 VP � VSð Þ2 � 1
ð1Þ

187187

188

Ed ¼ qV2
P
ð1� 2mÞð1þ mÞ

ð1� mÞ ð2Þ190190

191 2.5. Gas permeability

192 The test was performed by triplicate using Ø150 � 50 mm specimens at the age
193 of 28 days. The pre-conditioning of specimens was established according to the
194 standard procedure [22] as follows: after curing, the specimens were oven dried
195 at 50 �C for 4 days. Then specimens were fit in a sealed recipient in order to avoid
196 moisture exchange. These recipients had similar dimensions to the sample size and
197 they were placed in the oven at 50 �C for 3 days. Finally, samples were stored in a
198 chamber with 20 �C and 65% of relative humidity for 21 days.
199 Gas permeability coefficients (Kg) were determined according to [23] recom-
200 mendations in a Cembureau type permeameter. The permeability test was carried
201 out using N2 for inlet gas pressures ranging from 50 to 300 kPa, depending on the
202 different samples. The Cembureau permeameter consists of a pressure cell for
203 Ø150 � 50 mm samples and calibrated soap bubble flow meters with different vol-
204 umes. When the gas is introduced in the permeability cell at the selected input
205 pressures, the time taken for the soap bubble to go through the volume defined
206 by the flowmeter is recorded. To select the appropriate volume of the flow meter,
207 the time reading must be higher than 20 s. Measurements were repeated for each
208 sample until achieving successive readings with differences lower than 3% within
209 a time interval of 5–15 min. This procedure was repeated with increased pressures.
210 For each specimen, gas permeability coefficients (Kg) were obtained using the
211 modified Darcy’s equation under steady-state flux conditions following [23]
212 recommendations.

213 2.5.1. Capillary water absorption
214 Water absorption by capillarity was performed for the different types of con-
215 crete according to [24] in three Ø150 � 50 mm oven dried specimens at the age
216 of 28 days. The oven dried temperature was 50 �C and samples were pre-
217 conditioned following the same procedure than the described for the gas perme-
218 ability sample preparation [22].

219One-dimensional flux in the samples was ensured by coating the vertical sam-
220ple surfaces. Water absorbed per area of the sample was plotted versus the square
221root of time to determine the water absorption coefficient by capillarity, C. The cap-
222illarity coefficient is related to sorptivity (S), which describes the height variation of
223water in the sample, by C = S�qW, where qW is the water density [25].

2242.5.2. Water retention curve
225Water retention curves were determined in concrete samples of Ø50 mm � 5
226mm thick equilibrated in a closed chamber at constant temperature (isothermal
227equilibrium conditions 25 ± 1 �C) until constant weight [26–28]. The different rela-
228tive humidities in the closed chambers were obtained by saturated salt solutions,
229covering a range from 35% to 95%. The elapsed time to reach equilibrium depended
230on relative humidity. Relative humidity was transformed into matric potential Pc
231(Pa) using the Kelvin-Laplace relationship. Water gain was obtained by weight, later
232transformed to volumetric water content. Afterwards, the van Genuchten model
233[29] was adopted and its shape parameters were obtained by fitting the model to
234experimental data, as described in [27].

2352.5.3. Statistical analysis
236The analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to ascertain the effects of LWA in
237the concrete samples and to detect, if any, statistically significant changes. A one-
238way approach determines any relationship between the factors, and identifies, with
239a 95% confidence, if variation in results is statistically significant.

2403. Results and discussion

2413.1. Microstructural analysis

242Fig. 2 shows the pore size distribution of the LWA and the mor-
243tar matrix determined by MIP. Pore structure in both materials is
244clearly different. In case of LWA, with open porosity of 65%, the
245average pore size is 0.4 mm. In case of mortar matrix (measures
246performed in single matrix samples), most of the pores are smaller
247than 0.1 mm, with an average pore size of 0.06 mm, which means a
248one order of magnitude difference in comparison to LWA. Open
249porosity of the mortar matrix is 19%.
250Fig. 3 displays the interfacial transition zone (ITZ) between the
251mortar matrix and both types of aggregates, LWA and CLA. For both
252types of aggregates, differences in the ITZ are identified between
253LWA and CLA (Fig. 3c). Porosity in the ITZ shows a considerable
254reduction as compared to porosity inside the LWA.
255Previous studies confirmed the participation in the internal
256concrete curing of the water inside LWA, which is responsible for
257the ITZ microstructure [2,30,31], with a higher degree of hydration.
258Pores of LWA contribute to the total porosity of the sample
259although they do not participate completely in the fluid transport
260as they are isolated by the ITZ, which surrounds the aggregate. This
261is accordance with [31–33], among others.

Fig. 2. Cumulative mercury intrusion (black) and pore size distribution (grey) curves of (a) LWA particle and (b) mortar matrix.
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Fig. 3. SEM analysis. (a, b, c) LWC-1: ITZ between LWA and matrix mortar. (d, e, f) LWA: detail of a single particle. (g, h) NWC: Matrix mortar – coarse limestone aggregate
(CLA). Fissures surrounding the limestone particles.
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262 Inside the LWA, porosity is well distributed with pores easily
263 recognizable (Fig. 3a and b). Nevertheless, near the external part
264 of LWA, a drastic change appears in the pore distribution with
265 the presence of pores with smaller size. Inside LWA, the connectiv-
266 ity between pores is low (Fig. 3a–f) as demonstrated by the isola-
267 tion between pores. Nevertheless, the presence of microcracks in
268 some LWA particles creates porous channels that favour the rup-
269 ture and flux of fluids inside the LWA cores (Fig. 3d). These obser-
270 vations were also described by [34].
271 In case of NWC, single cracks are observed around the coarse
272 limestone aggregates (Fig. 3g and h). Thus, differences in the ITZ
273 between NWC and LWA are found. In the studied NWC, the pres-
274 ence of microcracks is preferentially placed around the coarse
275 aggregates (CLA), which could create preferential paths to fluid
276 penetration and consequently, could enhance water and gas pene-
277 tration in the concrete. This observation matches with some stud-
278 ies that indicated the increase of bulk transport properties of
279 mortars with the addition of aggregates. In the studied samples,
280 the cracks usually appear around the coarse aggregates as the
281 aggregate-mortar interface is the weakest zone in the concrete
282 [35,36]. They could be related to differences in the modulus of elas-
283 ticity between the coarse limestone aggregates and the matrix. Dif-
284 ferences between modulus of elasticity are significant in the
285 studied NWC, whereas in LWC differences of the modulus of elas-
286 ticity between LWA particles and matrix are more reduced
287 [2,32,37]. Fig. 3a–c and g–h demonstrate that frequency of micro-
288 cracking in the ITZ between LWA and matrix is lower than in the
289 ITZ between CLA and matrix in the NWC.
290 Fig. 4 displays the chemical distribution in the ITZ. EDX analysis
291 (Fig. 4a and b) reveals that Ca content across the defined profile
292 (Fig. 4c) decreases substantially from the mortar matrix (with fine
293 CaCO3 aggregates) to the ITZ. Within the LWA particle, Ca concen-
294 tration fluctuates and the average values remain lower than in the
295 mortar matrix. In the ITZ zone, peaks in Si concentration are pre-
296 dominated by the composition of the outer shell of LWA (Fig. 4b
297 and c). The presence of Si in the outer shell derives from the
298 expanded clay employed in the LWA production. From the outer
299 shell to the inner core of the particle, Si (%) decreases although it
300 is always higher than in the mortar. Al and Fe (Fig. 4b and c) pre-
301 sent lower concentration than Ca and Si with variations that follow
302 a similar pattern to Si, due to the clay influence on the light
303 particles.
304 Differences in porosity (Fig. 5) are directly related to the LWA
305 incorporation because the w/c ratio remains constant for all the
306 samples. Porosity in LWC significantly increases due to the incor-
307 poration of porous aggregates, compared to NWC. In the denser
308 samples, the similarity between open and total porosity points to
309 a scarce fraction of closed porosity. Therefore, LWA is not only
310 responsible for an increase in the total porosity of the concrete
311 but also for a significant increase in the closed fraction of the por-
312 ous network as a consequence of the lower internal connectivity
313 between pores inside the lightweight particles. This fact was also
314 described by [38]. The total porosity slightly decreases from
315 LWC-1 (28%) to LWC-2 (27%), whereas in LWC-3 and NWC total
316 porosity drops, respectively, to 17% and 12% as LWC content
317 decreases.

318 3.2. Mechanical properties

319 Compressive and flexural strength ranges from 34 to 46 MPa
320 and from 3.7 to 5.1 MPa, respectively (Fig. 6). Mechanical proper-
321 ties for the different samples (both in the compressive and flexural
322 strengths) decrease related to the increase in LWA proportion. In
323 other words, mechanical properties are inversely proportional to
324 total porosity.

325The reduction in the mechanical properties is significant
326between LWC-2 and LWC-3, which is also identified in the results
327of the dynamic (20.26 GPa–37.65 GPa for LWC-1 to NWC) and sta-
328tic (16.27 GPa–34.40 GPa for LWC-1 to NWC) modulus of elasticity.
329The dynamically determined elastic modulus (Ed) was slightly
330higher than the statically determined modulus (Fig. 7). Elastic
331wave velocities and, consequently, the dynamic elastic modulus
332are sensitive to the presence of microcracks and pores. However,
333these discontinuities strongly affect to the static method, per-
334formed in loaded conditions and necessary for quantifying the
335material’s deformability. Fig. 7 displays this relationship between
336static and dynamic modulus through a linear regression. Velocity
337of P-waves reveals the same pattern in the samples: P-waves
338velocity decreases in samples with higher LWA content (Fig. 6).
339As the dynamic elastic modulus was obtained from the propaga-
340tion velocity and density of the materials (Eq. (2)), Ed presents
341the same trend and the same relationship with porosity than the
342described for VP. The higher porosity and the lower strength of
343the lightweight aggregates are directly responsible for the differ-
344ences in the mechanical properties. The values may present differ-
345ent trends for other types of LWA and cement pastes compositions.

3463.3. Fluid transport in samples

3473.3.1. Influence of LWA on gas permeability
348In the studied types of concrete, the replacement of CLA by LWA
349reduces gas permeability. NWC presents the highest air permeabil-
350ity coefficient, although with the greatest dispersion in results
351(Fig. 8), whereas LWC-1 presents the lowest. However, these vari-
352ations are weak and the differences are not statistically significant,
353as we discuss later. Gas permeability coefficients for all the speci-
354mens, with compressive strength between 34 and 46 MPa, range
355from 2.2 � 10�16 ± 5.0 � 10�17 m2 in LWC-1 to 4.7 � 10�16 ± 1.7
356� 10�16 m2 in NWC, which are in accordance to previous studies
357[3,5]. This fact indicates that LWC with high performance in terms
358of permeability can be produced using LWA [39].
359Despite the differences that LWC samples present in total
360porosity (Fig. 5), all of them have similar gas permeability coeffi-
361cients. These results indicate that the presence of the aggregates
362in the concrete matrix contributes to increase their total porosity
363but does not enhance gas permeability. Thus, a large fraction of
364LWA is surrounded and encapsulated by a dense layer (Figs. 3
365and 4), which partially excludes LWA from the fluid transport. If
366the mortar matrix has a high quality, i.e., a dense structure with
367small pores size, the mortar provides protection to the sample.

3683.3.2. Influence of LWA on capillary absorption
369Capillary absorption coefficients show nearly similar results.
370This fact accentuates the great influence of the mortar matrix in
371the fluid transport (Fig. 8). Capillary values are in agreement with
372gas permeability coefficients and confirm that part of the LWA
373pores do not participate in the fluid transport. The existence of
374the outer shell surrounding particles of LWA, with closed pores,
375prevents the access of water to the interior of the particles. How-
376ever, this shell also contains some open porous through which flu-
377ids can move and stablish connection between the LWA and the
378mortar matrix [33]. After the test, samples were cut in a half to
379check the water presence in the core sample and water was
380detected inside some LWA particles, meanwhile others were dry,
381which corroborates the irregular behaviour of the outer shell.
382Water absorption rate through LWA might increase (due to the
383increase in the pore size) and the suction might decrease, in com-
384parison with the smaller pores of the mortar matrix [40]. The con-
385siderable difference between pore size in mortar and LWA (Fig. 2)
386reduces the capillary action. This fact acts as the limiting factor in
387the fluid transport. LWA could become full of water accessing to
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388 their interior zone through the open pore fraction of the exterior
389 shell. However, LWA would not contribute to a continuous fluid
390 transport due to the lower velocity of the absorbed water through
391 the matrix mortar, which is not capable to keep the LWA filling
392 rate. The lower capillary action of the LWA was previously
393 explained in literature [2] due to the coarser porosity of LWA par-
394 ticles in comparison to the surrounding paste.

3953.3.3. Influence of LWA on water retention curves
396Fig. 9a and b plot the suction-volumetric water content and the
397fitted curves according to the van Genuchten model for all types of
398concrete. Results from the water retention curves coincide with the
399microstructural characterisation and water absorption capillarity.
400Thus, as LWA substitutes CLA (i.e., total porosity increases), volu-
401metric water content for a given suction also increases. In both fit-
402ted curves (Fig. 9a and b), van Genuchten shape parameter a
403becomes higher with increasing LWA proportions in the final mix-
404ture, especially in the wetting curves. Samples with higher LWA
405content are capable of retaining more water at higher suctions.
406This fact may be attributed to the presence of broken lightweight
407particles in the exposed surface of the tested samples (Ø50 mm
408� 5 mm thick). So that, the volumetric water content is directly

Fig. 4. (a) SEM analysis (BSE image) of a concrete sample differentiating the
interfacial transition zone and a single LWA. (b) EDX mapping across the profile
mortar matrix – ITZ – LWA. Composition changes are identified with the different
colour scales for the analysed elements (Si, Al, Ca). (c) Composition changes (%) for
the different studied elements (Si, Al, Ca and Fe) in the marked profile.

Fig. 5. Volume of LWA (%), total (%) and open (%) porosity in the different samples.

Fig. 6. Compressive and flexural strength and P-waves velocity measured in the
different samples.
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409related to the relative importance of the exposed pores in the LWA
410surface.

4113.4. ANOVA analysis

412Results from ANOVA (Table 3) indicate significant differences at
41395% confidence when analysing the compressive and flexural
414strength, the modulus of elasticity and the P-waves velocity. Rela-
415tive to the compressive and flexural strength, there are two differ-
416ent subsets containing LWC-1 and LWC-2 (subset a) and LWC-3
417and NWC (subset b). In other words, LWC-1 and LWC-2 are similar
418between them and significantly different to LWC-3 and NWC at
41995% confidence. The static modulus of elasticity also shows the
420same behaviour. P-waves velocity and the dynamic modulus of
421elasticity establish 4 different subsets with an only type of concrete
422and, therefore, the different types of concrete can be considered
423statistically different. Thus, results from ANOVA confirm differ-
424ences between the lighter concretes, with considerable LWA con-
425tent and lower mechanical resistance, and the concretes with
426lower (LWC-3) or no content of LWA (NWC). Even though, the
427lighter LWC (LWC-1) demonstrates optimal compressive and flex-
428ural strength. For instance, reduction of compressive strength is of
42926% comparing LWC-1 and the most resistant sample (NWC) but
430total porosity in LWC-1 is 57% bigger than in NWC, with a similar
431resistance to the fluids penetration.
432Fluid transport is one of the most important factors affecting
433concrete durability [41]. Values of total porosity indicate that part
434of the pores of the LWA remain unconnected to the concrete por-
435ous system so that coefficients of gaseous permeability and capil-
436lary absorption do not increase in the samples with higher values
437of total porosity. The development of a denser interfacial transition
438zone between the matrix mortar and the lightweight particles
439causes a discontinuous path for fluids migration through the con-
440crete porous network. This area shows differences in composition
441in comparison to both, concrete and LWA core. With the performed
442tests, it has been proved that lightweight concrete can be produced
443with low water absorption and gas permeability coefficients. Gas
444permeability and capillary absorption in the lighter LWC (LWC-1)
445is lower than those of the NWC, although the coefficients keep at
446the same order of magnitude. Results from ANOVA do not establish
447significant differences in the gas permeability coefficient for the
448different samples, establishing a single subset (subset a; Table 3)

Fig. 7. Relationship between dynamic and static modulus of elasticity.

Fig. 8. Capillary absorption and gas permeability coefficients related to the volume
(%) of LWA in the different samples.

Fig. 9. Water retention curves for the different types of concrete, for both wetting (a) and drying (b) conditions.
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449 in which all samples were included. However, for the capillary
450 absorption, LWC-3 demonstrates differences compared with the
451 other three samples (LWC-1, LWC-2 and NCW) probably as a con-
452 sequence of the high variation in results from LWC-3 (Fig. 9). The
453 fluid transport tests confirm, supported by both, SEM and ANOVA
454 analysis, that the quality of the mortar matrix is the most impor-
455 tant parameter that controls the fluid transport in the studied con-
456 cretes. LWA have higher absorption capacity and permeability than
457 the surrounding matrix but the fluid transport in the samples is
458 closely related to the accessible porosity of the concrete matrix,
459 responsible for the improvement of the sample fluid resistance.
460 The influence of LWA in the transport properties depends on the
461 type of transport mechanism. In this case, the role of LWA in per-
462 meability and capillary absorption is different and confirm the
463 trends presented in previous studies. To better consider these
464 effects, future work should be developed with concrete containing
465 different types of LWA.

466 4. Conclusions

467 The present study evaluates the effect of lightweight aggregate
468 content in the mechanical behaviour and fluid transport on several
469 types of concrete. Differences in open porosity between LWA (65%)
470 and the mortar (19%) are noticeable. LWA porosity is well dis-
471 tributed and presents larger pore size.
472 The interfacial transition zone (ITZ) provides a high-quality
473 aggregate-matrix interface. Pores of LWA contribute to the sample
474 total porosity but do not totally participate in the fluid transport
475 through the concrete as they are isolated by an external outer shell.
476 Microstructural changes between the mortar, the ITZ and the LWA
477 core are also reflected in the evolution of the chemical composition
478 in the interfacial transition zone. Based on the experimental results
479 and discussion, we concluded that:

480 1. Mechanical properties for the different samples are affected by
481 LWA presence and decrease as total porosity increases. Com-
482 pressive and flexural strengths, dynamic and static modulus
483 of elasticity and P-waves velocity reveal the same pattern in
484 the different types of concrete.
485 2. Gas permeability slightly decreases with the presence of LWA in
486 the samples. In addition, NWC, entirely composed by coarse
487 limestone aggregates, presents the highest air permeability
488 coefficient. Cracks occur around CLA because of the differences
489 in the modulus of elasticity and enhance water and gas penetra-
490 tion in NWC samples.
491 3. Capillary absorption remains nearly constant for all the con-
492 crete types. This fact confirms the role of the LWA outer shell
493 as a preventive barrier, which hampers the access of water to
494 their interior. Although this outer shell has some open porosity,
495 the considerable pore size differences between the mortar and
496 LWA reduce the capillary action and hinder the continuity in
497 the fluid transport.
498 4. When LWA particles are cut in a half, the volumetric water con-
499 tent, accumulated in the exposed interior pore surface,
500 increases in LWC compared to NWC.

5015. ANOVA analysis establishes significant differences in the
502mechanical properties between the different types of concrete.
503However, ANOVA does not establish significant differences in
504the fluid transport coefficients.
5056. Results highlight the great influence of the mortar matrix on
506concrete quality. It controls the fluid transport through the
507cementitious material and, consequently, its durability.
508
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